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Abstract: In microentreprises, considering the management knowledge basis of the entrepreneur, the generation of management innovation (MI) is a crucial question. In this qualitative case study of a microentreprise, we follow Mol and Birkinshaw (2014) who claimed for research on management innovation generation, highlighting “how relations with external and internal partners can deliver knowledge” (2009). We focus on the entrepreneur-CPA relationship to study how the relationship between the CPA as an external change actor and the entrepreneur as an internal change actor can be a lever of MI generation in microentreprises. More particularly, we aim at understanding how the external CPA’s knowledge can be internalized by the entrepreneur in microentreprises through the acquisition, assimilation, transformation and exploitation of knowledge. And more particularly, we propose to highlight the key drivers of the generation of management innovation in microentreprises through the study of the process by which a potential ACAP becomes realized (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lane et al., 2006; Gebauer et al., 2012; Marabelli and Newell, 2014).
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1. Introduction

Management innovation is essential for long term competitive advantage (Hamel, 2006), and management innovation (MI) has recently been particularly highlighted by researchers (Damanpour, 1987, 1991; Damanpour and Evan, 1984; Damanpour et al., 1989; Mol and Birkinshaw, 2009). Regarding SMEs which represent 99% of European firms (European Commission, 2003), management innovation can play a key role, especially for microentreprises which are an important source of technological, product or process innovation. But whereas management innovation appears to be crucial for organizations which are important regarding innovative and strategic issues as microentreprises are, little is known about how management innovation emerges, especially within microentreprises.

Recently, Volberda and colleagues (2014, p. 1245) and Mol and Birkinshaw (2014) claimed for research on management innovation generation: “there is relatively little research on the ‘genesis’ of management innovation, that is, how specific innovations first emerged” (Mol and Birkinshaw, 2014, p. 1288). In this paper, we contribute to Management Innovation literature, and more specifically on Management Innovation generation in microentreprises. Microentreprises are particularly interesting to study MI generation because the average internal knowledge basis is less important in SMEs than in bigger organizations (Gray, 2006). This is especially true for management knowledge since entrepreneurs often know little about management (Freel, 1999, 2005), whereas they rely on CPAs as an external knowledge source.

Following Volberda et al. (2014) who claimed for research on micro-foundations of MI and contextual variation of MI (p.1259-1260), we aim at understanding how microentreprises introduce new ways of managing, which means management innovation. As recommended by Volberda et al. (2014), our objective in this paper is “to gain further understanding of the interrelationship between these change agents” (p. 1259). And, focusing on the entrepreneur-CPA relationship, this study follows that of Mol and Birkinshaw (2009) who highlighted “how relations with external and internal partners can deliver knowledge that helps firms implement a wide range of management practices, which then may or may not improve the firm’s performance.” (p.1269).

In this research, we aim at understanding how the relationship between the CPA as an external change actor and the entrepreneur as an internal change actor can be a lever of MI generation in microentreprises. We propose in this paper to study this process through the absorptive capacity lens (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lane et al., 2006; Gebauer et al., 2012;
Marabelli and Newell, 2014). As innovation, management innovation (Mol and Birkinshaw, 2009) can be considered as a combination of knowledge, and « the introduction of management practices that are new to the firm » (Mol and Birkinshaw, 2009). In this paper, we rely on this approach of management innovation.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we present the theoretical background of the research. Second, we describe the qualitative case study we conducted around three relationships between an entrepreneur of a young consulting company operating in the health field and her three different CPAs. Finally, we develop and discuss in Section 4 the main findings of this research.

2. Theoretical background: Management Innovation Generation, Change Actors and Absorptive Capacity

First, we present management innovation generation and the role of change actors in MI process. Second, in order to understand how the relationship between the CPA as an external change actor and the entrepreneur as an internal change actor can be a lever of MI generation in microenterprises, we propose to focus on the micro foundations of the MI process that is management innovating, through the absorptive capacity concept.

2.1 Management innovation generation, knowledge and change actors

Several definitions have been proposed for management innovation. It is « the invention and implementation of a management practice, process, structure, or technique that is new to the state of the art and is intended to further organizational goals » (Birkinshaw et al., 2008, p. 825). It also can be defined as « the introduction of management practices that are new to the firm and intended to enhance firm performance » (Mol and Birkinshaw, 2009). According to Volberda et al. (2014), these different approaches are not isolated from one another since they study management innovation through “one of the three stages of the process of management innovation, namely generation, diffusion, and adoption” (Volberda et al., 2014, p. 1250). Thus, Volberda and his colleagues identify three types of MI: « new to the world (type 1), new to the organization and adapted to the setting (type 2), and new to the organization without adaptation (type 3) » (Volberda et al., 2014, p.1250). These three types of MI can be related to the radical innovations (type 1) or incremental innovations (type 2 and 3). And differences between radical and incremental innovations can be associated to the newness of the developed and implemented ideas.
Indeed, according to Van de Ven (1986), innovation can be considered as the development and the implementation of new ideas (Van de Ven, 1986). And new ideas emerge through new combinations of knowledge. For instance, many researchers show that technological innovation emerges when organizations get new knowledge which is recombined with a technical existing knowledge (Fey and Birkinshaw, 2005; Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Laursen and Salter, 2006; Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001).

In the same way, Mol and his colleagues (2009) propose to consider management innovation as the combination of knowledge, particularly through relationships between external and internal partners. Managers are looking for new ideas they combine with existing knowledge and conditions in their organization. This leads to the introduction of new practices, i.e. the introduction of a managerial innovation within the meaning of Damanpour (1987). Thus, a crucial question is primarily that of the access to these sources of new knowledge. It appears that these sources are often external.

More precisely, Mol and his colleagues (2009) study the process by which the relationship between internal and external partners can lead to an exchange of knowledge, which possibly causes new management practices. Through an inter-organizational analysis, they highlight the relationships between internal and external partners. They show that, although the contextual elements are important, the combination of external elements with internal contextual factors is essential for the emergence of management innovation. More recently, Mol and Birkinshaw (2014) studied the form of external involvement on the management innovation process: their objective was to “to understand the different forms of external involvement that potentially shape the management innovation process, and how these different forms influence the type of innovation that emerges.” (p.1289). They showed that the type 2 and 3 MI (incremental innovations) are associated with the presence of external change agents, whereas “the absence of external experience is associated with systemic and radical innovations” (Mol and Birkinshaw, 2014, p.1305).

In this research, we aim at understanding how management innovation is generated in microentreprise through the relationship between external and internal change actors. It consists in questioning how internal knowledge can be recombined with external knowledge since it is essential to understand how management innovation is generated.

2.2 Management Innovating and Absorptive Capacity

According to Volberda et al. (2014), understanding how management innovation is generated consists in understanding “how a management practice is brought into being in a particular
organization” (p.1250). And more specifically, Mol and Birkinshaw (2014) propose to study “the ‘genesis’ of management innovation, that is, how specific innovations first emerged, through a process [they] will call management innovating... [which] involves creation” (Mol and Birkinshaw, 2014, p. 1288). Thus, questioning how the relationship between the CPA as an external change actor and the entrepreneur as an internal change actor can be a lever of MI generation in microentreprises leads to questioning the internalization process of the CPA’s external knowledge by the entrepreneur in microentreprises. Indeed, it is necessary to study through internal and external change actors’ relationships the micro foundations of management innovation as « pockets of knowledge [which] are interrelated » (Volberda et al., 2014, p.1251). To do so, we can study the knowledge conversion process. Following Nonaka (1994) and Nonaka and Takeuchi (1997), the knowledge conversion process can be highlighted by the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is easily expressed, captured and re-used, whereas tacit knowledge “is deeply rooted in action and in an individual's commitment to a specific context” (Nonaka, 1991: 98). Explicit and tacit knowledge interacts through the conversion process which consists of four stages: socialization, externalization, combination and internalization.

How knowledge can be externalized has been largely studied (Hendricks, 1999). Davenport and Prusack (1998) highlight how knowledge is transferred between the ones who know and the others who don’t. At this stage, sharing a common language is essential (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998; Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; Marti, 2005). In microentreprises, the entrepreneur often knows little about accounting and financial issues, whereas the CPA is an expert about these questions. Moreover, the entrepreneur and the CPA rarely share a common language. Therefore, the CPA must be able to translate what he knows into the entrepreneur’s words. In other words, the question here consists in connecting the ‘world’ of the distant actors (Avenier and Schmitt, 2005). The externalization stage between the external CPA and internal entrepreneur of the microentreprise can be considered as a translation process. It depends on the CPA’s ability to be close to the entrepreneur.

Then, the CPA’s externalized and explicit knowledge has to be adapted in order to support the entrepreneur’s action. This is the internalization stage (Nonaka, 1994; Hendriks, 1999), also called absorptive stage (Davenport and Prusack, 1998). Internalizing knowledge is a cognitive process in two steps. The first step consists in de-contextualizing knowledge so as the individual perceives knowledge; the second step consists in re-contextualizing knowledge.
The recontextualization issue appears to be fundamental since at this stage of the knowledge construction process, the entrepreneur gives sense to the perceived external knowledge. Recontextualizing external knowledge can be analyzed as transferring knowledge in one’s own culture (Brannen, 2004), through first a reformulation stage and then an absorption stage (Hull, 1998; Gavigan, Ottitsch and Mahroum, 1999; Thompson, Warhurst and Callaghan, 2001).

In order to understand how the CPA’s external knowledge is internalized by the microenterprise entrepreneur and therefore how the relationship between external and internal change actors can be a lever of management innovation in microenterprises, we follow many scholars who rely on the absorptive capacity concept (ACAP) to study innovation and materiality (Gebauer et al., 2012; Marabelli and Newell, 2014) and knowledge conversion in SME (Gray, 2006; Flatten et al., 2011), since “ACAP uses external knowledge to foster internal innovation” (Flatten et al., 2011, p.138).

Absorptive capacity refers to the firm’s ability to identify, assimilate and exploit knowledge from the environment. At first, Cohen and Levinthal (1990) defined the absorptive capacity as an organizational feature which depends on organizational resources, existing tacit and explicit organizational knowledge, internal routines, managerial competencies and organizational culture. Since it was first developed by Cohen and Levinthal (1990), this concept has been largely studied by organizational researchers (Lane et al., 2006). In this research we refer to the concept of absorptive capacity in a processual approach, following Zahra and George (2002).

These researchers identify four steps in the process of absorption of knowledge, namely the acquisition, the assimilation, the transformation and finally the exploitation of knowledge. At an organizational level, this analytic framework is interesting for it takes into account tacit-explicit and internal-external knowledge, and the conversion knowledge process by Nonaka and Takeuchi. Moreover, it relies on decontextualization – recontextualization process which is associated to the absorptive process (Brannen, 2004; Hull, 1998; Gavigan, Ottitsch and Mahroum, 1999; Thompson, Warhurst and Callaghan, 2001).

More precisely, Zahra and George (2002) propose to qualify the absorptive capacity (ACAP) as either potential or realized, considering the different steps of the absorptive process. The potential capacity corresponds to the external knowledge that the organization could acquire and use, and the realized ACAP is carried out with the external knowledge that the
organization effectively acquired and used (Zahra and Georges, 2002, p. 186). And our research objective consists in understanding how the entrepreneur in a microentreprise internalizes CPA’s external knowledge. Actually, we aim at understanding how the entrepreneur’s potential ACAP becomes a realized ACAP.

Several factors have been identified to understand how the potential ACAP can become a realized ACAP. Researchers stress cognitive factors and the similarity of the internal and external knowledge basis, but also relational factors (Lane et al., 2006; Jansen et al., 2006). Dyer and Singh (1998) highlight the importance of interactions and relationships developed between the organization and its external partners, at an organizational and individual level. Moreover, Lane and Lubatkin (1998) showed that the specificity of organizational actors involved in the inter-organizational relationship should be taken into account. Imbert and Chauvet (2012) studied the mechanisms of absorptive capacity in the case of a supplier-customer relationship. They showed that the potential ACAP became realized when the external supplier and internal customer knowledge basis were similar, when organizational routines and coordination occurred, and when the involved partners such as the external supplier were motivated.

In their study, Imbert and Chauvet (2012) focused on the external source of knowledge, and not on the internal customer. On the contrary, in this study, we aim at studying the relationship between the CPA and the entrepreneur and its consequences on the absorptive capacity of the internal actor, i.e. the entrepreneur. Moreover, we are interesting in studying the relationship between the CPA and the entrepreneur of microentreprise, whereas their knowledge bases are often little similar: for the entrepreneur, rather qualitative, for the CPA, rather formal and quantitative (Bescos and Mendoza, 1998; Beldi and Cheffi, 2005; Mintzberg, 2006; Vallerand, Berthelot and Morrill, 2008).

To sum up, when we aim at understanding how the relationship between the CPA as an external change actor and the entrepreneur as an internal change actor can be a lever of MI generation in microentreprises, we aim at understanding how the external CPA’s knowledge can be internalized by the entrepreneur in microentreprises through the acquisition, assimilation, transformation and exploitation of knowledge. And more particularly, we propose to highlight the key drivers of the generation of management innovation in microentreprises through the study of the process by which a potential ACAP becomes realized.
3. **Empirical Setting**

In this section we present our research design. We conducted an in-depth case study of a young consulting company in organization and strategy in the health sector. In a seek for anonymity, the name of the company has been changed for H3C (Health Care Consulting Company). The entrepreneur collaborated with three different CPAs since H3C was created in 2011. Thus, the H3C case is particularly interesting to understand how the relationship between the CPA as an external change actor and the entrepreneur as an internal change actor can be a lever of MI generation in microentreprises. More particularly, we propose to highlight the key drivers of the generation of management innovation in microentreprises through the study of the process by which a potential ACAP becomes realized.

3.1 **Research design**

We conducted an in-depth case study of a consulting company in organization and strategy in the health sector, the Health Care Consulting Company (H3C), which was created in 2011. This case was selected following Yin’s recommendations (2003). Since we aimed at highlighting the micro-processes and drivers associated with the absorptive capacity, we chose to focus on a young microentreprise, its entrepreneur and her relationship with an external CPA.

Consequently, we controlled the cognitive and relational factors which may influence the absorptive capacity (Jansen et al., 2006; Lane et al., 2006). On the one hand, even if entrepreneurs in microentreprises generally know less than a CPA about accounting and finance, the internal and external knowledge basis are not so distant in the studied case. Indeed, the entrepreneur Mrs. I., and her partner Mr. J., are former consultants in the health sector. But unlike many consultants in the health sector, they are neither medical practitioners nor scientists, but managers. The entrepreneur Mrs. I. is graduated from a famous top French business school. Our study is particularly focused on Mrs. I. since she carried out the business project and was in charge of the accounting and financial issues. As a former branch manager and consultant, not only is Mrs. I. familiar with strategic issues and management accounting problems, but she is also able to acquire and use the accounting and financial knowledge of a CPA. Consequently, in the H3C case, we can emphasize a potential absorptive capacity, namely an external knowledge that the entrepreneur can identify, acquire and use. Now the question is to know if the potential ACAP becomes realized in H3C. And how does this happen?
On the other hand, we adopt in this research a relational approach of the absorptive capacity (Jansen et al., 2006). Studying the H3C case is particularly interesting from this point of view, because it allows us to focus on three different relationships between the entrepreneur and her various CPAs. Indeed, since H3C was created in 2011, the entrepreneur collaborated with three different CPAs. Two of them were official, the third one was a kind of shadow manager. We will further present more in detail the history of these relationships. The three different relationships between the entrepreneur and her CPAs help us conducting a cross analysis of the collected data.

Lastly, we seek to identify the emergence of organizational routines around management tools which could clarify the knowledge internalization process through potential and realized ACAP, and thus the generation of management innovation. In H3C, which is a young microentreprise, organizational routines are not installed yet.

We collected data through semi directed interviews with the entrepreneur and the CPA. On the whole, nearly 10 hours of interviews were led between May 2012 and September 2013. We also studied management tools used by the entrepreneur and we asked her to explain them. All the interviews were recorded and transcribed. We relied on Miles and Huberman’ recommendations (2003) about qualitative analysis to analyze the data. We coded interviews around two dimensions: the relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPAs, and the different management tools used by the entrepreneur in this relationship. This allowed us to build first three analytic tables. The first table analyzed the different stages of the relational process between the entrepreneur and the CPAs; the second one was about the different management tools, and the third one about knowledge. These three tables enabled us to clarify the process of internalization of knowledge for each CPA-Entrepreneur relationship, through the dynamics of the mobilized management tools. More precisely, we highlighted in the three studied relationships the four stages of absorptive process, - namely acquisition, assimilation, transformation and exploitation - , but also the characteristics of the relationship and the management tools mobilized in this process.

3.2 The H3C case: from a relational story to a realized absorptive capacity

The H3C case help us to highlight the key drivers of the generation of a management innovation through the study of the process by which a potential ACAP becomes realized. First, we study this case through the relational story of the entrepreneur with her three different CPAs. The first CPA, we call CPA1, is an auditor who has been recommended by a
business partner. But after a few months, the entrepreneur decides to stop the relationship with CPA1 and chooses another CPA, we will call CPA2. And, from the beginning, Mrs. I. regularly consults a third CPA to which she is very close: Mr. Y. We call him CPA 3. First, we can analyze the relationships between the entrepreneur and the three CPAs.

The entrepreneur chose CPA1 following the recommendations of her business network professional. She was very interested in getting advice about her business project. CPA1 was selected because he was the manager of a small organization, and not from a Big Four. But CPA1 appears to delegate at the last moment some important issues to unexperienced employees. Information between CPA1 and the entrepreneur do not even forward. And a major incident occurs about information transfer. Following this incident, a crisis meeting is arranged with CPA1 at the request of the entrepreneur. In order to prepare this meeting, Mrs. I. prepares questions, considering CPA3 remarks. But, CPA1 adopts a very formal and critical approach. The distrust settles. Then the entrepreneur decides to mandate another CPA: CPA2 from one of the Big Four. This choice is opposite to the initial idea of the entrepreneur about her potential business partners. However, CPA2 has been recommended by a former client of Mrs. I. who is both seduced by the ability of CPA2 to understand the specificities of H3C, and the opportunity to get fast and personalized advices through a hot line.

Parallel to these two relationships between the entrepreneur and her two official CPAs, a third relationship also exists with CPA3 who is purely consulted in a semi-official way. CPA3 is an experimented personal relation of the entrepreneur. However, Mrs. I. did not want to work with CPA3 in an official way. She was reluctant to mix private life and professional life. But she considered that this personal support given by CPA3 on her business problems was a kind of business opportunity. CPA3 appears as a “shadow cabinet”. And beyond specific advices given by telephone or during informal personal meetings, particularly at the time of the crisis situation with CPA1-, CPA3 offers to the entrepreneur simple management tools, such as commented Excel sheets which were e-mailed and explained by telephone. Moreover the simple information system framework proposed by CPA3 to the entrepreneur and used between Mrs. I. and CPA2 appears to be the basis for future specific management tools. Therefore we were able to characterize the absorptive capacity process in each studied relationship. We present them in table 1 above.

Table 1
We analyze each relationship through the absorptive capacity lens. We identify four stages in the absorption process of the entrepreneur: acquisition, assimilation, the transformation and exploitation. Considering the different stages in the absorption process, the relationship between the entrepreneur and CPA3 is the more complete from the ACAP view. Not only CPA’s knowledge appears to be acquired and assimilated but also transformed and exploited. On the other hand, the failure of the relationship with CPA1 breaks the absorption process at the acquisition stage. Lastly, the relationship with CPA2 appears at an intermediate stage. It exceeded the steps of acquisition and assimilation of the knowledge transmitted by CPA2. Nevertheless, if one considers this relationship without taking into account the interactions with CPA3, neither the transformation nor the exploitation stages are reached. The relationship with CPA3 helps the entrepreneur-CPA2 relationship be more complete. The potential ACAP is partially realized.

Finally, H3C case presents some « degrees » in the realized ACAP. We can identify the relational triggers in the absorptive process, particularly around the role of management tools in this relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA. These results are presented and discussed below.

4. Findings and Discussion

We aimed at understanding how MI emerges in microentreprise, and more particularly how the relationship between the CPA as an external change actor and the entrepreneur as an internal change actor could be a lever of MI generation in microentreprises. The H3C case study allows us to clarify the nature and the levers of management innovation process in microentreprises through the ACAP process. First, we show that MI in microentreprise is generated through an instrumental relationship between two major change actors: the entrepreneur as the internal change actor and the CPA as the external change actor. Secondly, we highlight the key drivers of the relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA.

4.1 The lever of MI generation in microentreprise: the instrumental relationship between external and internal change actors

In this research, we show that in microentreprises such as H3C, management innovation is generated through the relationship between external and internal change actors who adapt and customize management tools. Doing so, they combine external CPA’s and internal entrepreneur’s knowledge. But among the three relationships between the entrepreneur and
the three CPAs, it appears that it is the third relationship with the unofficial CPA, -called Shadow CPA for CPA3-, which is the more complete from the ACAP view. Indeed, this third relationship presents the ACAP four steps completed.

To begin, the first relationship between the entrepreneur and CPA1 is broken at the second step of the ACAP process, before external knowledge can be acquired. The ACAP process is stopped here. Indeed, the entrepreneur is initially particularly concerned with cash management, which is a very common concern for microentreprise leaders. Two management tools are implemented very quickly by the entrepreneur: a reporting tool for project expenses and a cost accounting tool by project. The entrepreneur is completely familiar of this kind of tools, which are very common.

“I was used reporting expenses every month. Thus, we have already implemented analytics by project."

But, the entrepreneur is aware she needs an aggregated cash management tool, since she knows that managing a company is not the same thing than managing a series of projects. She calls upon CPA1, who doesn’t help her, considering not to be specifically elected for that. Then two worlds clash: that of the entrepreneur eager to conduct action, and that of the CPA1, formal and rational.

“I tell him that I understand nothing in his logic there.”

The entrepreneur is not confident that she is able to improve accounting and financial knowledge. She seeks advice from CPA3 in order to clarify information with CPA1.

“I had cheated a little. I had already prepared the questions with my partner and had already shown them to CPA3 to be sure that they were OK.”

But finally the relationship with CPA1 fails, and the entrepreneur turns towards CPA2. Regarding this second relationship, we find that the ACAP process is in progress between the potential and realized ACAP. In this case, the same need for a cash management tool by the entrepreneur can be observed. CPA2 agrees to provide one, but only if the entrepreneur gives a general framework. And since the entrepreneur doesn’t know anything about accounting issues, she seeks help from CPA3.
“Shadow CPA gave us the general framework. And we showed it to CPA2.”

Then knowledge from external CPA2 can be assimilated.

Finally we see that CPA3, who is the Shadow CPA, plays an important role in the absorptive capacity process. The ACAP process appears to be fully completed through the four stages in the third relationship between the entrepreneur and CPA3.

[Figure 1]

In the third relationship with Shadow CPA, not only CPA’s external knowledge appears to be acquired and assimilated but also transformed and exploited by the entrepreneur. The CPA3’s support can also be observed in the exchanges of adequate tools which are translated into the entrepreneur’s words. Besides, the entrepreneur finally adapts the CPA3 elements. She uses diagrams and visual frames to simplify. She also adapts the terms so as they be closer to her reality, and notes for her personal interest explanatory comments. For instance, the concept of running costs is associated with that of engaged expenditure, nearer to her concerns about cash management.

“I reappropriated the file given by CPA3 and put it in my words. I made a simplified diagram. I added comments: ‘running costs’ means ‘what I incurred’.”

The use of these tools by the entrepreneur is possible because they are adapted to the context of H3C. The entrepreneur re-contextualizes the knowledge transferred by CPA3.

“These tools which I developed, I will not provide them to our CPA. It is only for us.”

“I made the tool my way. Our tables have a form of logic at the same time in their appearance, but also in the way in which they are built, which is very close to what we enjoy doing with our own clients. I apply the logic of our know-how to that.”

Finally, it should be noted that neither CPA1 nor CPA2 transfer knowledge directly. It is via the knowledge transferred by CPA3 that the process of transformation of external knowledge of CPA3 and CPA2 is engaged and circumscribed with H3C.
“In the long term, there will be a tool which mixes different management tools, those that are not tallied on a countable level, and those that are less normalized tools but that would be suitable.”

The relationship between the entrepreneur and CPA3 is the fertile ground of the exploitation stage in the absorption process between the entrepreneur and CPA2. Finally, the absorption process is articulated around the construction of management tools by the entrepreneur. Through her complementary relationships with her various CPAs, the entrepreneur builds a comprehensive view of her company. The entrepreneur doesn’t consider it as a series of projects any longer, but as an entity with a long term objective to recruit people and to project a revenue.

“We preserved a line for the bonuses of our collaborators. Then we started to project us on what we want as a result. The problem was: how much will we pay for corporate income tax?”

Finally, we show that MI generation in microentreprise is articulated around the relationship between the entrepreneur and the external CPA, but also around adapted and customized management tools which allow the transformation and exploitation of external knowledge, so the recombination of the latter, and thus the generation of managerial innovation. Thus, we highlight the instrumental relationship between the entrepreneur and the external CPA since management tools are essential in the absorption process, from a dynamic point of view. The entrepreneur builds her own management tools from those proposed by her CPA, adapting them to her needs. The explicit knowledge transferred by the CPA is re-contextualized by the entrepreneur in her own words, according to the organizational specificities. Knowledge is internalized by the entrepreneur through relational and instrumental drivers. Moreover, management tools are adapted by the entrepreneur in a mix of internal entrepreneur’s and external CPA’s knowledge. Therefore, the relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA is a lever of management innovation in microentreprise. More particularly, this lever is not only relational but also instrumental. Combining internal and external knowledge, instrumental dynamics are complementary to the relationship between microentreprise change actors, who are the entrepreneur and the CPA.

This research conducted around a microentreprise echoes studies carried on SMEs, giving more attention on the realized absorptive capacity, that is on the exploitation and
transformation stages rather than on potential capacity, namely the acquisition and assimilation steps, as Liao et al. (2003) recommended it. We show that management innovation in microentreprise is generated through the relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA when these interrelations are instrumented, through customized management tools. This result completes what Volberda and his colleagues pointed out (2014): they stressed the personality of change actors in this relationship (2014). In this study, we first highlight the instrumental dimension of the relationship. On that point, we join Mol and Birkinshaw (2014) who suggested that “material agency and creativity (Amabile, 1997) will play a large role in management innovating” (Mol and Birkinshaw, 2014, p.1288). More precisely, considering material and instrumental relationship in knowledge combination for management innovating is consistent with socio-material view of human action (Suchman, 1987; Hutchins, 1995; Rabardel, 1995). And particularly, a structurationnist approach to technology (Barley, 1986; Orlikowski, 1992) shows how technology and thus management tools are an intimate support for action.

Lastly, this research illustrates the social dimension of knowledge and of innovation as combination of knowledge, as Gebauer et al. (2012) showed it in their study of strategic innovation in an absorptive capacity lens. As strategic innovation in SME (Gebauer et al., 2012), management innovation relies on combinative capabilities, which consist in systematizing, socializing and coordinating knowledge (Zollo and Winter, 2002).

4.2 The key drivers of the MI generation in microentreprise: from the particular relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA, to the competencies of the CPA as a microentreprise change actor

In this research about management innovating in microentreprise, we point the key drivers of the relationship between the external change actor and the internal change actor, which may favor the generation of MI that is the realized ACAP. The cross-analysis of the three relationships between the H3C entrepreneur and the three CPAs allows us to highlight two major key points of the relational factors between the entrepreneur and the CPA that may lead to an absorption process.

The first driver is the clear and stable relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA. So that the entrepreneur internalizes the external CPA’s knowledge, it is necessary that the entrepreneur and the CPA cooperate. Then a relationship can begin.
“When I asked CPA2 who were his direct collaborators, he told us that it was a senior and that they were stable people.”

But the entrepreneur must also find a coherence between the CPA’s operating cognitive process and her operating cognitive process. On this point, we can note that the pedagogy of the CPAs, their transparency and their stability are essential to build a trusting and close relationship between an entrepreneur and an external knowledge partner such as a CPA.

“I think that CPA1 missed the target with us. He didn’t understand who we were. He reproduced with us the general framework he used with many people.”

“CPA2 was very good in business coaching. But once the structure was launched, I felt alone”

In other words, this research first highlights the dimensions of the relationship between the change actors, rather than the role of the change actors itself. The clearness, the stability and the closeness of the relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA are essential to found the generation of management innovation. On that point, we join Mol and Birkinshaw (2014) when they point out that “management innovating is highly iterative and informal” (p. 1306).

Secondly, three elements are essential to the absorptive process, and thus to the generation of a management innovation in microentreprises: the flexibility, accessibility, experience of the CPA as an external partner. In the study, we show that absorption process occurs when the knowledge absorption is fully completed, that is when external knowledge is completed into transformation and exploitation, and not simply acquisition and assimilation. For the entrepreneur, it means that knowledge is exploited in concrete actions. For instance, the development of adapted and evolutionary tools which thus combine managerial, external and internal knowledge through the relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA generates management innovation.

More largely, a trusting climate is crucial to begin a relationship between an entrepreneur and a CPA. In this research, we highlight the cognitive and emotional dimensions of the relationship, regarding this one as the process of transformation of explicit knowledge transmitted by the CPA into tacit knowledge internalized by the entrepreneur. As Erden, Von Krogh and Nonaka (2008) underline it, “Coils, care, trust and commitment are crucial to profit high quality group tacit knowledge” (p. 15). However, if affection, care, confidence and commitment are requirements for the starting of this process of internalization of knowledge,
they are not the sufficient conditions. We highlight the importance of the clearness and the stability of the commitment of the CPA, but also his accessible and flexible dimension. Doing so, this research echoes that of Flatter and her colleagues who proposed “an analysis of the connection between internal innovation management design – with an emphasis on knowledge transfer as a major dimension of ACAP – and the collaboration with strategic partners as external knowledge sources” (Flatten et al., 2011, p.137). Thus, the social competencies of the entrepreneur and the CPA are essential to generate management innovation, which relies on combinative capabilities (Zollo and Winter, 2002).

5. Conclusion

This research contributes to literature on management innovation, and more particularly on management innovation generation (Volberda et al., 2014) in microentreprises where the knowledge basis is less important than in bigger firms. Whereas Mol and Birkinshaw (2009, 2014) showed that relationships between external and internal partners could lead to the generation of management innovation, and participate in what they call “management innovating” (Mol and Birkinshaw, 2014), we highlight in this study how the relationship between change actors may be a lever of management innovation at a micro level. We focus on the entrepreneur-CPA relationship to study how the relationship between the CPA as an external change actor and the entrepreneur as an internal change actor generates management innovation in microentreprise. More particularly, to grasp the micro foundations of management innovation generation, we analyze how the external CPA’s knowledge can be internalized by the entrepreneur, through the acquisition, assimilation, transformation and exploitation of knowledge, that is absorptive capacity process (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lane et al., 2006; Gebauer et al., 2012; Marabelli and Newell, 2014).

First, we show that management innovation in microentreprise is generated by an instrumental relationship between the change actors who are the entrepreneur and the CPA. Adapted and customized management tools play an important part, at least as important as the personalities and specificities of change actors (Volberda et al., 2014). Second, the study of the three relationships between an entrepreneur and her three CPAs helps us to highlight the key drivers of the relationship between internal and external change actors in microentreprises: the clearness and the stability of the relationship between the entrepreneur and the CPA, but also its accessible and flexible dimension. Doing so, we argue that, in the generation of
management innovation, it is the nature of the relationship inside and outside the organization which matters more than actors as individuals.

Finally, this research contributes to literature on management innovation process (Volberda et al. 2014). We point out the importance of combinative capabilities (Zollo and Winter, 2002) for management innovation generation in microentreprise, considering both external and internal actors who have to be able to combine external and internal knowledge through socialization process. Following Mol and Birkinshaw (2014) who claim for management innovation as a kind of open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003), we propose to consider the entrepreneur and the CPA as open innovators who mobilize both external and internal sources of knowledge. And becoming an open innovator requires social skills that can be improved, both for the entrepreneur and for the CPA of microentreprises.
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Table 1: Entrepreneur-CPA’s relationship, absorptive capacity process and realized absorptive capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Absorptive Process with CPA1</th>
<th>Absorptive Process with CPA2</th>
<th>Absorptive Process with CPA3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realized ACAP</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>IN PROGRESS</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Realized ACAP in Relationship 3 (Entrepreneur-CPA3)

ACAP PROCESS
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- Acquisition
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- Transformation
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